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ABSTRACT. The purpose of this p e p " i* Co study the behaviour cf a la t t i ce 
theory" where spontaneous symmetry breaking iceur*. He calculate and discuss 
the effect ive potential and obtain the pliaw*» disgraa of an Euclidean Àĉ  
theory using Monte Carlo acthoda on a hyperculrc lat t ice with 4U sir*» and 
periodic boundary condition*. We havp examined the VACUUT expectation value 
? c , i.T the presence of an «xter ja l sour ' - j i x ) , keeping the p-iraaet:*ir ? - l / i 
fifced. *̂  i s the l ia ir of <i> a». J*0. We. hiv* to-ind that for value* of ? 
greater c than ^criucal* * ^ ' w n * l e * o r values of fl lessor than 
S . . . . • "0- We thus observa c th.it i**1* field iheorv exMV.'t'-, r v o chases. 
cr i t i ca l c 

* disordered phase in which the vacuum expectation value of the f ield 
vanishes and an ordered phase which is characterized by spontaneous 
magnetisation. Th* value of $ c r i t i ca l is estimated through the specific 
heat and suscept ibi l i ty . 

RESUMO. O objetivo deste trabalho ê* estudar o comportamento de uma tenria 
na" fede aonde ocorra quebra espontânea de s iaetr ía . Nos c a l c u l a i s o yoien-
c ia l efetivo para uma teoria JtéJ), alêV de obtermos o diagram de fase desta 
teoria, através do uso do Método de Monte Cario. Uti l isa-ce para e<te cá l 
culo uaa rede hipercíibica cora 4b s í t i o s e itopÕe-se condições de contorno 
periódicas. Examinemos o cotsportaaer.to do valor esperado no vacuo *c , esa 
presença de unw» fonte externa, j («"*. aantendo fixo o parasetro 6-1/i.. 
í c ? o l i a i t e de <*> quando J+0. Observaaos que para valores de 8 maiores 
ĉ ue 6 rTtico* *c"° enquanto que para valore» de fi «enores que a

c r j t j c o » 
« »Q. Verificamos então que a teoria *V exibe duas fe ««> uoa desordenada 
na qual o valor esperado no vãcuo do campo e nulo, e usa ordenada^que e ca* 
racterixada por una nagnetiraçao espontânea. 0 valor de 6 c r?tico • estimado 
cox o auxi l io do comportamento do calor específica e âu susceptíbUidade ea 
função de 0. 
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1. IJitROOUCTIOH 

The simplest of interacting field theories, M " . 

has eluded a complete analytical understanding for quite 

sane time. Long ago, questions about the existence of a 

renormaliied »i" were raised.1 Recently, auch work has been 

devoted to the clarification of the reiormalised structure 

of this theory. A rigorous upperbound on the renormallzed 

couplinq of its continuum limit was established.1 Thure are 

«any indications that i«'' is a trivia^ (non-interacting) 

theory, that is, its renormalixed coupling coupling constant 

is »ero.J They cone from a lattice strong coupling series 

expansion, where either the effective potential1*, or, by 

using Pad* approximants, the ranorraalized coupling constant 

is analyzed.5 Also, a Monte Carlo numerical simulation of 

this theory shows that the renocralired coupling1 constant 

goes to zero in the continaun limit.6 Kore rigorous arguments 

using the random walk representation of scalar lattice 

field ' , also support the notion of triviality of M1*. In 
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contrast with the triviality of the theory in 4 dimensions. 

It can be rigorously shown that it* is an Interacting (non-

trivial) theory in 3 dimensions.' 

On the other hand, there are claims that *«u can 

be a non trivial theory when the bare coupling constant is 

small and negative.10 There, a variational calculation of 

the effective potential is done and the phenomenon of 

"quantum ressucitation"1x, i.e., the renormallred coupling 

constant becoming positive, is shown to occur. These 

statements are derived from studies of the theory in the 

symmetric phase, when the quadratic bare nasi is positive. 

The effective potential in the broken phase, i.e., 

when the quadratic bare aass Is negative, has been studied 

using the loop expansion technique.12 However, this 

pcrturbative derivation leads to a complex expression for 

the effective potential.11 The complex contribution arises 

whenever the classical potential la non-convex,1'' and a 

pelturbative expansion of the effective potential is performed. 

Actually, it is easy to show that the effective potential 

(in Euclidean space) *nst always be convex." Callaway and 

Haloof gave a prescription on how to construct the effective 

potential even on region» where it is undefined, whlJe'nantainJjig 
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the convexity property1*; which is reminiscent of the 

thermodynamic Maxwell construction used In phase diagrams 

derived from Van der Kaals forces, liki- that of water1''. The 

numerical simulation of the effective potential gives support 

to the appropriateness of this Maxwell construction16. 

In this paper we describe the complete phase diagram 

of x*1", with spontaneous symmetry breaking at the tree level, 

doing a numerical simulation using the Monte Carlo method. 

This numerical simulation is performed oi. a lattice of dimension 

41', applying an external current (which plays the role of a mag

netic field) i to drive the order parameter (the avcraqc- field 

or, «q^ivalently, *••• magnetisation) . He construct the phase 

diagram in the space of coupling constant, which plays the 

role of temperature in this -nodel, and external current j . 

This external current j is instrumental in the computation of 

the effective potential, as will be shown later. 

This paper is organized in the following way: in 

section 2 we give the details of the model and the definitions 

of quantities which we will later compute numerically. Section 

3 has a brief review of the Monte Carlo method of numerical 

simulation and discusses the way we implement it in this 

problem. We describe the numerical results in the section 4, 

where we estimate the critical "temperature" of the model, 

discuss the sources of error, the field distribution in the 
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lattice and the hysteresis curve generateu oy our algorithm. 

Ke present the computation of the effective potential in 

section 5 and present a summary and conclusions In section 6. 

2. »»* IN THE IATTICT 

<• 

we will study the lattice version of the Euclidean 

Lagrangians 

& - j i(»of J,+ (vJv)
?-m2^)+ J(V*"+ f£) (1) 

We scale up the field, defining 

ra 

naking it dimensionless, as well as the space variables, 

redefined by y «ru,. The partition function, 

Z(J) - N'3>Vjexp{-/d*xL*A.f.s1f!'
,-J''Jf (3) 

written in terms of the scaled variables and with the scaled 

current defined by: 

j - ^ J (•) 

is nowi 

Z(j) - S'Í5)6jexp|- y Jd^y [jll^f* J<*j-l>2+j«]} <5) 

In the discrete version of this theory, the fields 

8 (it) are defined at the lattice sites, labelled by the number 
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vector n. The lattice sites are separated by a distance a 

and we iinpoae periodic boundary conditions over the fields 

on the surface of the finite lattice volume. The lattice 

version of the derivative is defined by: 

• <n+S.)-a{n> 

v < x ) • — H — tfl 

a s l/» (7> 

to be in accord with notation used in statistical mechanics, 

•fhe lattice version of the partition function, 

Z<j> - N'.'i'Cni^expi-SH) (S> 

has the Euclidean Hareiltonian defined by: 

„- •£ . j / - i 9 ( i ) i [.(S*5,!+a(S-S.»: 
* n l • * i-1 x l 

* & •J{n)+ | [e2(nVl] !+ 2i(n)«(n)j 

(9) 

In a space of dimension d. 

The classical potential: 

fl*)/* - i (e J- l» J+ je (10) 

has i t s extrema at the solutions of the equation: 

«1 - a + j - 0 . (11) 
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This equation has either three real roots, being two of then 

minima of the potential and the third a maxliaun, or one real 

root corresponding to a minimum. The nature of the roots is 
i2 1 controlled by a- -Jj- - jy , in such a way that when AM) the 

equation has three real roots, while for &>0 there is only 

one real root. So the classical potential will have a single 

minimum if Ij|> -2- . 
3/3 

The average of a functional of the fields in the 

presence of the current j is 

A„,8,)». , /frMnOAOtn)).-»" (12) 
3 .'5*i<5>] e- 3 H 

We define the connected partition function in the 

usual way, 

Z(J) - e"W,J1 (13) 

In thie work we use a constant current j ever the 

whole lattice, so that the derivative in j yield*i 

°J » » 3 
n 

where K is the number of sites in the lattice and £<*- (n)/N>., 
•* 3 

is the average value of the field over the entire n volume. 

The effective action, the Legendre transform of w, 

is defined by 
Tit) « WID-eNa*!* (15) 



with the boundary condition over « . 

5 J 

The variable 4 of the effective action is equivalent to the 

average value of the field over the entire volume. 

The effective potential is derived from the effective 

ar-tion by estxactipg the volume factor. 

#T*> ^ -1- r(»> (17) 

In general the effective potential is derived from the effective 

action by making an expansion in terras of constant tin space) 

values of the variable 4, however, the effective action 

contains more than that, namely terns which depend on spatial 

variation* of *(ie. terns in derivatives of ' ) . In our case, 

as K(j) Is a function of a constant j, this implies that the 

effective potential coincides with the effective action 

From the definition of the effective potential we 

write the equation: 

ifiU- - -»J (18) 

The effective potential can be integrated using the inversion 

of the function *(j). However this can only be done in an 

unambiguous way if j is a continuous and single valued function 

of 4. However, one of the signs of a phase transition is a 
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discontinuity in this function, and this is the cause of 

trouble in the construction of the effective potential. 

In our numerical simulation we plot j against f<e(n)/N>. , 

do a fitting of the curve and then integrate n numerically 

eq.18. In a finite lattice, strictly speaking there is no 

phase transition so the problem with j(«) is non existent 

and the effective potential can be constructed without 

ambiguity. 

The second derivative of the effective potential 

can be derived from 

' {<<! ̂  )2>j -i?}"l/Na* (19) 
n 

This quantity is analogous to the inverse magnetic 

susceptibility in a spin system, 

«<!.•> * - | f 

- SNa"{<(i ^i)*».; - »J] 120) 

n 

The tern inside the bracket in equation (19) is 

positive definite, which Implies that the effective potential 

must be convex. However, some caution should be taken with 
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this statement, for it is true when • is a continuous function 

of J- Had this function a discontinuity, as Is the case when 

the system undergoes a phase transition, then the effective 

potential is undefined at the gap In t. 

The energy density at & site. 

d 
Mn) ; ij — e (n) I fa (n+S. > + e {n-ê. >í 

* l a* i-1" * * 
(21) 

•» 23 »*tS)+ i OMnVi]* • 2je(n)} 
a1 ' 

can be used in the definition of the internal energy density. 

No- 3 Ma» le 

where H i s g iven by eq(19) . and 

r - jj I <h tn)> j (23) 
n 

The specific heat is derived fron the energy density, 

" (24) e**a*{<(± I h (n">)2>3- <:*} 
n 

This quantity is very useful, for a peak in its diagram as a 

function of the teaperature. is an indication of a phase 

transition la the system. 
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3. THE MONTE CARLO METHOD 

To evaluate functional integral». Like that defined 

In eq.(12), i« a prohibitive task if some method of "cutting 

down" the phase space Is not used. The Monte Carlo method17, 

which was first applied to problems in statistical mechanics 

by Metropolis and collaborators", is based on the idea of 

importance sampling of the phase space. In this method a set 

of configurations from phase space is chosen in such a way 

that Its distribution is related to the density of the phase 

space. The estimate j5 to the average <A> is given by a 

weighted average over the set u of m states sampled: 

tat s a l 

A - — (25) 

| P-1 e-»H,V 
»-l " 

Here, A(8 ) Is the value of A coiaputed for the configuration 

u. Motivated by statistical mechanics wc choose the states 

a according to the Boltznan distribution 

-BH<ej 

*q " f e-8"<V 
«»1 

Then, the Monte carlo estimate of <A» reduces t o 

the arithmetic a"erage. 
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A(« ) (27) 

This choice of distributions Is particularly 

convenient for numerical commutation, for whan a new state 

la generated, only I t s re la t ive probability tc the preceding 

one needs to be computed, l e , 

r -i(K(» >-H<« •)) 
>u u . - - * - • " " I » ) 

P • 

In th i s Mor,te Carlo simulation, wc set the system 

on a hypercubic l a t t i c e with 4* s i t e s and impose periodic 

boundary condition* at the surface of the l a t t i c e volume. 

Although, in nost of our runs we have started from a "hot" 

(randomly chosen) configuration, we have checked the cons i s t 

ency of our resul ts by starting soae runs from a "cold"(ordered) 

conf igura t ion . 

When generating a new f i e l d . Instead of using the 

random walk algorithm', defined by 

'new " Sold * < 2"- 1 )* i <»••> 

with s being a random number In the Interval [o,lJ and -

sane empirical constant, we have chosen to use the random 

f i e l d 
• „ - « s - i j * « ' <29.b> 
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where -' is an empirical constant. We have used «'«3 below 

the critical temperature (so that ' n e w 1» * random and evenly 

distributed number in the interval (-3,3)) and A'»5 above it. 

We have used the pseudo-random sequence generated by the 

laachlne, but at each run we change the seed number of the 

random number generator. 

The acceptance criteria for a new field, 8 , is 

governed by the Metropolis algorithm1'. If the energy H of 

the system is lowered by the replacement of 8 o l d by
 B

n e w 

tie, P„<*„ „J > *„,<»,,,)> «t the site j, then the field 
**>j new wq o í-Q 

at th i s s i t e i s replaced by the new value. If SĤ O, where 

SH=*H<5 )-H(e . , ) , then a random number, r , with uniform 

distribution in the interval £<J,lj i s generated, and the new 

f i e ld accepted only if exp[-SiHJ>r, otherwise, the f i e ld 

retains i t s previous value. I t i s t h i s occasional acceptance 

of configurations which do not lower the energy which siioUatea 

the e f f ec t s of quantum fluctuations. We update the value of 

the f ie lds at each s i t e once at a time, and run over the s i t e s 

in a sequential way, until we complete a Monte Carlo sweep. 

We do 8 t r i a l s (sometimes 10) to change the f i e ld at a single 

s i t e , before proceeding to the next s i t e . This procedure 

reduces the correlation among different configurations, 

increases the rate of change of the f i e lds at each iteration 

(sweep) and in addition makes the system converge to equilibrium 
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at a faster rate. Kith 8 trials per update, 921 of the sites 

has i t s f i e l d value changed between sequential sweeps. 

Our typical run for a pair of parameters (t,j) has 

tOOO Itonte Carle sweeps, each sweep being an ent ire update 

of the whole l a t t l c * . We wait for about 600 Monte Carlo sweeps, 

allowing the system to t h a m l y x e , before co l l ec t ing data. We 

separate the sequence of thennalyied configurations in islands, 

with an interval of 30 sweeps between them. We c o l l e c t the 

central configuration of each island and use the others to do 

s t a t i s t i c s and have sorae control over correlat ions in the 

saaple. 

We estimate the s t a t i s t i c a l errors by computing the 

variance • of the quantity being neasured and then using the 

formula19 

mC >•& (30) 

where • i s the nunber of configurations used. 

This Honte Carlo program required B.4*10~ see for 

a s ingle s i t e update, in a CDC-CVBER 170-835. 

4. W-'MERICAL RESULTS 

W» have investigated the behaviour of the model 

*•*• in the space of parameters fl(™i/*) and j , while keeping 

the l a t t i c e spacing constant and equal to 1 .0 . we have measured 
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the expectation value of the field », In the presence of en 

external source ***.. , Its variance, the effective mass and 

the susceptibility, for values of J in the interval (-3.0,3.0), 

for several values of I. In addition, we have aieasured the 

interval energy density and the specific heat at [j1—0.01 and 

ljl'D.001 for values of l/s ranging between C.2 up to 3.0. 

In the following we will comment on the behaviour of each of 

the quantities we measured, the numerical results obtained 

and eventual sources of errors. 

we can identify the limit j*0 of the vacuum ejçeetation 

valve of the field, *9*j , as tho orucr parameter of the theory, 

in rnalogy with statistical mechanics, we expect '•*,1-Q t O 

*" 8>»critic«l ' w h U « " > < > f o r «^critical • W h « n i*"****» 

the aanple configurations, which will be used in theiicnsm — nt 

of various quantities, at low temperature (large J) and small 

j, :he sequence of configurations may get trapped in a meta' 

stasia state (or in a false vacuum), with a vary long Monte 

Carlo relaxation time. This can be checked right away, by 

inspecting the value of the average field of each configuration. 

He have avoided the contamination of our data from spurious 

metastatic state, by Imposing > cut over the average field 

<»>. before accepting a new configuration in the Monte carlo 

sa*<ple. w« have checked the consistency of this procedure by 

repeating the runs at son* specific set of parameters, with a 
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different starting configuration and pseudo-random number 

sequence. 

In figure 1. we show the diagram of the external 

current j against the overage field <«>. . for temperatures 

below, near and above the critical temperature. The diagram 

for temperatures below the critical one shows very clearly 

the gap in <8> as the limit j*0+ to j»0_ is crossed, signaling 

a phase transition. The smallest value of j at which we take 

measurements is Ij'=0.001, so. to obtain the value of 

<e> *• v>c do an extrapolation. These dia-jrans will be 
j-o 

very useful when constructing the effective potential. 

In figure 2, we plot the measured value of <9> 

at different temperatures at |j|»0.001 along with the 

infinite lattice curve (broken line), which is obtained from 

the extrapolation of j-*o. 

The magnetic susceptibility defined in eg.(20) 

shows a very clear cusp at the transition temperature, as it 

Is exhibited in figure 3. This guantity is quite sensitive 

to the cuts we impose (to eliminate metastable states) upon 

the Hont* Carlo sample. The value of «02> is not affected by 

the cuts, however <*> can change a lot: nevertheless, the peak 

at the critical temperature is Insensitive to the cuts 

imposed. 

The specific heat defined by eq. (24) also shows a 
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vary clear peak at the transition teaperatura, consistent 

with the peak at the magnetic susceptibility, which is 

measured at Ij1-0.001 and shown in figure 4. In contrast to 

the magnetic susceptibility, the specific heat and,also, 

the internal energy density, are Insensitive to the cuts 

which are Imposed upon the Monte Carlo sample. * 

The critical temperature of the l»* model which we 

measure, either from the magnetic susceptibility cr the 

specific heat diagram is 

X - (1/8) - 1.H + 0.01 131) 

We have estimated tha correlation lenght using the 

expression 
I x'GIx.O) 

Í2 - ~ ; (32) 
I G(x,0) 
x 

where x~an and the connected propagator la given by 

G(i,C» - <»(£>» (0)>c {33) 

We have found that the correlation lenght is smaller 

than the lattice dimension even near the critical temperature, 

exhibiting a "bump' when this temperature is crosseJ. This is 

due to the finite size of the lattice tor, strictly speaking, 

there is no phase transition once the system is finite and so 

the correlation lenght is also finite. 
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The field distribution over the entire sample for 

a pair of parameters (j.B) la related to the quantvus mechanical 

wave functional ot the systan. Below the critical temperature, 

the field distribution is peaked around the minimum of the 

classical potential with a gausslan like shape, as is shown 

in figure 5. Had we not Imposed a cut on the samples we 

collected, diagram» like that of figure S would show another 

such smaller gaussian peak around the bottom of the "false" 

vacuum (the other local minimum of the classical potential), 

near the critical temperature. This field distribution Is 

very sensitive to j, figure 5 being a measurement taken at 

j»-0.001. Although the effect of this small value of J is 

imperceptible at the scale of the classical potential, the 

quantvs» mechanical system only spends very little Mor.te Carlo 

time at the false "vacuum". 

In contrast with the field distribution below the 

critical temperature, above it the field is spread all over 

the potential, as is shown in figure 6. where the measurement 

was tak~n for ««0.30 and J—0.001. Here the field distribution 

is quite symmetric around both classical rainiaa. 

Me have run hysteresis loop with j»-0.001. which is 

shown in figure 7. To run this loop, we first thermal lie the 

systan at a low temperature and take measurements of tha 

Internal energy density. Then we change the value of the 
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temperature very slowly (in Monte Carlo "time*). In the run 

shown in figure 7, we change the tenperature by 4T»2.5>10~' 

at each Monte Carlo sweep. The temperature is increased until 

some maximum value (dots in the figure) and then decrease to 

the thermallzation temperature (the crosses in the figure). 

The area of the hysteresis loop becomes smaller if we reduce 

the step AT, however the fluctuations in the values of the 

Internal energy density, prevents using this diagram to make 

a good measurement of the critical temperature. 

We have tested the stability of our results against 

the variation of the lattice size, by malting a few runs for 

larger volumes, S4 and S1-. The resulcs we obtain are ccnsistent 

with those reported above. 

5. THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL 

The effective potential can be constructed by 

integrating eg.(18). The field • is the vacuum expectation 

value l" '" j . so we have to invert this fu.ictlon and 

s N 3 

compute j ( • ) . Ke have f i t t e d the diagrams shown in figure 

1 with polynomials and then we integrate eg. (18) analytically. 

In figure 8 we show the e f f e c t i v e potential a t 

high temperature, l e , above the c r i t i c a l temperature, computed 

for B'0.30. This i s a wel l behaved potential without spontaneous 
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symnetry breaking, In spite of the fact that we started with 

a bare potential where spontaneous symmetry breaking occur. 

This effective potential can be contrasted with the nne s*ovn 

In figure 9, constructed with 8-10.0, ie, much belov the 

critical temperature. Here, the regions of « which Interpolate 

the two values of the field which are attained at j»0 coning 

from above and from below, is simply connected by a straight 

line. This Is the Maxwell construction proposed by Callaway 

and «aloof1". If the Monte Carlo saaple is long enough, end 

if we take smaller and smaller values of j, the diagram of 

figure l.a. will eventually bpnd and the line goea through 

zero, thus avoiding the necessity to Impose the Maxwell 

construction; it w i n come naturally In the limit of an 

Infinite volume lattice, aovever, even at a small lattice 

like ours, the appropriateness of the Maxwell construction is 

evident. 

t. SDWUKV 

Ne have studied th» phase diagram of \th and the 

shape of the e f f ec t ive potential for different values of V. 

This theory exhibit two d i s t inct phases» an ordered phase 

with ^ ' e j i t i - a i ' 8 " 1 / * ' ' where the symmetry of the vacuum i s 

spontaneously broken and a disordered phase, with B < * c r j t j c - j > 

witn unbroken symmetry. Thus, as expected, a symmetry which i s 
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broken at low "temperature", is restored at high "temperature". 

Ne determined the critical temperature, analyzing 

the magnetic susceptibility and the specific heat diagrams, 

with the result 

S ,„j , - 0.86 i 0.01 critical 

We have also constructed the effective potential 

at "temperatures" below and above the critical one. Below 

the critical "temperature" we obtain a result which is 

consistent with the Haxwell construction procedure sugested 

by Callaway and Maloof:*. 

Our Monte Carlo samples are not rich ennugh yet, 

near the critical tenperature to study the limit to the 

continuum of the theory. It la particularly interesting to 

study the behaviour of that renornalized coupling constant, 

once we expect that it should show indications of the triviality 

of the theory. Work on this issue is in progress. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Average fields for different values of ji a) low 

"tenperature* <««10>; b) near the critical 

"temperature" (i-o.75)j c) high "tenperature" fe»0.30). 

Figure 2. Average field as a function of "temperature", for 

J—0.001. The broken line is the result of the 

extrapolation to J«0. 

Figure 3. Susceptibility as a function of the "tenperature" 

for j—0.01. 

Figure 4. Specific beat as a function of the "temperature" 

for i=-o.ooi. 

Figure 5. Field dlatribution In the entire sample for 3=10.0 

and j—0.001. 

Figure i. Field distribution in the entire sample for «-0.30 

and j—0.001. 

Figure 7. the hysteresis diagram for 1—0.001. 

Figure 8. The effective potential at high "temperature" (9-0.30). 

Figure ». The effective potential at low "temperature" (8^10.0). 
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